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Explanation for the unusual knowledge.... B.D. No. 7916

June 11th 1961

road fields of knowledge will be opened up to you when you receive My Word from above, for I  
Myself will introduce you to knowledge which cannot be intellectually acquired by you. You, 

who should teach your fellow human beings, must first be instructed yourselves in everything that you 
humans  need to  know.  But  you should  also  be  able  to  refute  every  objection  when it  comes  to 
defending the only truth, when rational people try to undermine the spiritual conclusions.... Then you 
should be able to explain all correlations, and thus you first have to be guided into profound spiritual 
knowledge which can only take place through My direct Word.... For I can only address you directly if 
you, through a life in accordance with My will, have shaped yourselves such that My spirit will be 
able to pour into you, and only then will you also understand what is imparted to you as profound 
knowledge.... on account of which the same knowledge.... if it is passed on from person to person.... 
will only be understood and recognised as truth by someone who lives a life of love and has awakened 
the spirit within himself.

B

The spiritual information is comprehensive, yet it will always be imparted to you as you require it in  
order  to first  become fully  mature yourselves and to  then carry out  the mission which you have 
accepted of your own free will.... And in view of the approaching end, broader knowledge has become 
necessary;  My  plan  of  Salvation  has  to  be  presented  to  people  so  that  they  will  recognise  the 
significance  of  their  earthly  lives  and  do  whatever  it  takes  to  escape  the  fate  of  a  renewed 
banishment....  And this plan of Salvation covers the development of all created beings, the origin, 
present state and goal of everything that came forth from My strength of love. The knowledge is 
extensive and new to many people, for so far it has not been necessary to inform them of it. Yet the  
time of the end requires that this information is now conveyed to people, so that they will live more 
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responsibly.... And thus they shall also know about their previous infinitely long earthly process which 
they already covered as soul-substances.... This knowledge, too, was strange to them and therefore 
they can only accept it with difficulty. Nor will they be coerced into believing it.... yet mentally they 
can form their own opinion and derive benefit from it....

However, no human being can ever intellectually attain knowledge which concerns My reign and 
activity.... which explains My Being, which substantiates everything, even the forthcoming event, the 
transformation  of  earth,  the  spiritual  and  earthly  turning-point....  Such  knowledge  can  only  be 
imparted to you from above, from Myself.... It can only be conveyed to you through the 'working of 
the spirit' and thus should also be recognised as an exceptional grace, which will still be granted to 
you in the last days....  And you humans should also understand that I Am only motivated by My 
greater than great love to inform you of everything in order to effect your voluntary return to Me, that 
you recognise My love and respond to it.... You should understand why I demand the spreading of My 
Word ever more urgently, why I would like to give this remarkable information to all people....

This knowledge can only be conveyed to earth when certain conditions are in place. But wherever 
this is possible, that is, where people look for clarification, this is where they should acknowledge My 
direct activity and accept the gift of grace which can help their souls attain maturity during the last 
days before the end. For then they will truly receive knowledge which is presented to them by Myself  
and which also exposes every misguided teaching that was able to assert itself in the darkness of the  
spirit but which can no longer resist the bright light of truth.... The correct knowledge, which I offer 
you in My love, provides you with information and clarity, and it truly requires no further verbal 
human addition, it requires no further explanations added by human intellect.... My Word from above 
is  offered to you in all  clarity;  it  is  comprehensible to everyone and provides you with the right 
concept of Me and My Nature, of My reign and activity....

My Word from above guides you into truth, as I have promised, and should be distributed because 
all people shall know about My eternal plan of Salvation, because all people shall know about the 
end.... about the total transformation of the earth, which is intended by My plan of Salvation and will 
truly be carried out when the time is fulfilled....

Amen

Are you living in truth?.... B.D. No. 8074

January 7th 1962

he will to attain truth also guarantees its receipt.... however, such genuine will is rarely to be 
found....  People  unreservedly  accept  whatever  is  presented  to  them as  truth  and accordingly 

adjust their outlook, i.e. depending on the information conveyed to them they either live within light 
or within darkness.... For only light can grant pure truth.... whereas error will always darken the spirit. 
This concerns spiritual knowledge and not earthly information which can be substantiated by evidence 
but which has no influence on the inner life of a human being who was given his earthly existence for 
the purpose of attaining full maturity of soul. Aspire only to pure truth and you will receive it with 
absolute certainty.... Yet what you are presently offered as truth.... who gives you the guarantee that it 
can lay claim to be the truth?.... Time and again you should ask yourselves this question. You should 
know  that  many  schools  of  thought  advocate  their  spiritual  knowledge  as  truth,  that  all  teach 
something different but that there can only be one truth....

T

Thus you should not ‘unreservedly’ believe either one or the other but always turn to the highest 
Authority....  to  the  Eternal  Truth  Himself....  you  should  turn  to  the  One  Who  is  in  charge  of 
everything, Who has created everything, Who is supremely perfect, Who knows all and Who is Love 
Himself.... Who therefore also wants to give light to you, His living creations, because He loves you.... 
Who truly did not create  the beings  in  spiritual  darkness  but  did not prevent  them from striving 
towards the darkness of their own accord by following the prince of darkness.... Lucifer.... into his 
realm. But He Who gave you life does not want you to remain in darkness; He wants to give you light 
which you can accept from His hand at all times, He is always willing to illuminate your thinking and 
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provide you with clear insight regarding all questions you might have....  regarding the reason and 
purpose  of  your  existence....  And if  you are taught  by the ‘Eternal  Truth’ Itself  It  cannot  impart 
anything but the purest truth to you, and then you will also be able to believe with conviction, you will 
know that  you live  in  truth.  You can  be  absolutely  certain  that  the  truth  will  be  granted  to  you 
providing you earnestly desire it.... This is the first requirement, for if a person acknowledges God as 
the Eternal Truth he will also approach Him directly and appeal to Him for providing him with the 
truth.... Thus he consciously opens himself to the ray of light.... he establishes the bond which is the 
purpose and goal of earthly life.... which once was voluntarily interrupted and thus resulted in the 
being’s fall into the abyss, into darkness....

The fact that the human being consciously opens himself to be illuminated by God’s love also means 
that his lightless state changes into a state of light.... and then the human being will receive the kind of  
knowledge which hitherto  had been concealed  from him....  You humans can be assured that  this 
process is possible and does happen.... you may also believe that everyone is able to experience it.... 
but not everyone can meet the necessary requirements which, however, only limits the direct receipt of 
truth and not the indirect supply of pure truth.... For truly, everyone who desires the truth will receive 
it.... Yet everyone can also shape himself such that he can receive the pure truth directly by merely 
living a life of unselfish love whereby he awakens the spirit within himself which, being part of God, 
lies dormant in every person and also knows everything and thus can teach a person from within. Take 
the path to the higher Authority; don’t be satisfied with what people offer you even if they likewise 
believe it to represent the ‘truth’.... There would not be so much darkness on earth if the truth had 
established itself amongst people. But it is obvious that dense darkness prevails or earth would be in a 
state of harmony and peace, when in fact the opposite is the case....

Amen

Promises relating to divine revelations.... B.D. No. 8284

September 26th 1962

 will reveal Myself to you.... This is My promise which even you, who would like to deny such 
revelations, cannot dispute.... But how can I reveal Myself to you if you don’t believe that My Word 

is the truth which I told you Myself when I lived on earth? I want to manifest Myself to you and My 
sole condition is that you love Me and keep My commandments.... Yet My promise means nothing to 
you or you would faithfully listen and expect My communication. You rely on the Scriptures, on the 
Book of Books, and yet don’t believe what is written in it. For it contains many more promises which 
announce  My  working  through  the  spirit  whereby  I  want  to  reveal  Myself....  So  how  do  you 
understand My Words ‘I will send you the Comforter....’ and ‘I will remain with you always until the  
end of time....’? How do you interpret the Words ‘From your loins shall flow rivers of living water....’  
and ‘I shall pour out My spirit upon all flesh....’? Why do you refuse to believe that the Father keeps  
speaking to His children? Why do you restrict My activity to an extent that suits you? Consider that 
your intellect can cause a lot of harm if you exclude your heart, if you don’t allow your heart to speak,  
which truly teaches you otherwise.... You want to stop My living creations’ direct contact with Me, 
you want to deem it impossible for me to speak to My children Myself and yet I also said ‘My sheep 
know My voice....’

I

Hence I must talk to them, and I do and will do so for all eternity.... For only what comes forth from 
My mouth is the pure truth, consequently you should also accept as truth what you call ‘My Word’, 
what is written in the Scriptures.... Time and again I must speak to you humans because you.... due to 
your imperfection.... repeatedly distort or misinterpret My pure Word.... Therefore you should first 
strive to awaken your spirit, endeavour to live by My Gospel of love which I taught on earth, and your 
thinking will become enlightened and clear, and you will ask Me to reveal Myself to you.... You will  
appeal to Me for evidence of My presence and truly.... you will receive it, for your faith will have 
become alive; you will establish a living contact with Me and what you earlier were unable to believe 
will  then become completely self-evident,  namely,  that  the eternal  Father,  your God and Creator, 
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‘reveals’ Himself to His living creations because he wants to be recognised and loved by them. This is 
why He manifests Himself, He ‘reveals’ Himself as a God of love, wisdom and might.... And if you 
humans genuinely want to come closer to this supremely perfect Being, He will grant you enlightened 
knowledge, so that you will no longer live in the spiritual darkness which was the result of your past 
apostasy from Me.

No matter how eagerly you study the Scriptures, how much you learn every letter by heart.... your 
intellect will only ever receive knowledge which is of little benefit for your soul.... Only an awakened 
spirit will find complete clarification, i.e. only shaping your nature into love, only the fulfilment of 
My divine commandments of love, will grant you clear realisation.... In that case, however, you will 
also correctly understand the Book of Books, that is, according to its spiritual meaning, whilst until 
then it will only remain correct knowledge of the letter, for only the spirit gives life to the letter.... If  
you humans really want to serve Me and carry out successful vineyard work you will first have to 
establish  close  contact  with  Me,  your  eternal  Father,  and  only  then  will  you  become spiritually 
enlightened yourselves and also know that I reveal Myself to you, as I promised you, for My Word is  
truth and must come to pass.... And it will fulfil itself just as soon as the requirements are complied 
with.... as soon as you live a life of love and yearn for Me and My presence.... and then you will listen  
inwardly and no longer doubt the Father’s love, Who reveals Himself through His spirit....

Amen

The church of Christ in its beginnings.... B.D. No. 8375

January 8th 1963

y disciples received the Gospel of love from Me directly when I lived on earth, and thus they 
were able to carry it into the world in its pure and unadulterated form after I accomplished My 

act of Salvation and ascended to My kingdom of light again. And they, on their part, also kept My 
teaching pure and people came to know Me as their  Redeemer from sin and death....  They were 
instructed by My disciples that they would have to take the path to the cross and live a life of love in  
order to be able to fulfil the purpose of their earthly life and to enter My kingdom after their death. My 
disciples were guided into truth by Me and also passed on the same truth because My spirit was able 
to work in them.... In the beginning, therefore, people accepted My pure Gospel and also made an 
effort to live a life of love, and thus they, too, became spiritually alive and I was able to work in them 
Myself. And so My teaching remained pure for a certain period of time, My disciples passed on their  
teaching  ministry  because  they  recognised  the  spiritual  state  of  those  they  appointed  as  their 
successors....

M

Yet it did not take long before people assumed such a teaching ministry by themselves, partly due to 
selfish reasons, partly due to overzealousness of complying with My will but without waiting for the 
inner  calling....  And  so  it  came  to  pass  that  this  teaching  ministry  was  eventually  conferred 
indiscriminately.... that the inner ability, the human being’s spiritual state, was no longer pertinent but 
that external circumstances played a part  and thus increasingly endangered the pure truth as well 
which, however, was not noticed precisely because of the teachers’ unenlightened spirit.... The people, 
however, to whom the Gospel was preached were denied the right to form their own opinion and to 
voice doubts about the absolute truth of what they were taught....  Those who deemed themselves 
spiritual  leaders  were  convinced  of  their  mission  and  authority  and  allowed  no  contradiction 
whatsoever. And those who were being taught were obliged to accept without scrutiny that everything 
they were offered was true. It was only possible for the truth to remain pure as long as its guardians 
were spiritually enlightened themselves. Yet the number of those who were placed into positions of 
authority without being enlightened by My spirit soon predominated and all objections by a spiritually 
awakened  person were  dismissed....  The  former  grew more  powerful  and  the  pure  truth  became 
interspersed with error.... with ideas which had originated in people’s intellect and were endorsed by 
them as divine truth. And although spiritually enlightened people time and again tried to eliminate this 
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error.... My adversary succeeded to assert himself, for his followers’ power was already too great and 
the pure truth was no longer recognised as such.

This explains to you that in the course of time something entirely different established itself as the 
‘church of Christ’ than what was founded by Me on earth.... Only this explains how an organisation 
came into power, why time and again divisions occurred within this organisation and why I only ever 
want the ‘church founded by Me’ to be regarded as a spiritual edifice that includes those people who 
live in truth due to of a life of love, which results in a living faith and the awakening of the spirit. And 
this church has indeed kept itself alive to this day, for time and again My spirit could pour itself out 
over people who made an effort to live a life of love and to fulfil My will.... And so the pure truth 
which exposes all misguided teachings could always be imparted to them again, and every genuinely 
truth-seeking person will receive an explanation how humankind was able to fall into such confused 
thinking and is unwilling to free itself from it. Yet it will also be understandable to everyone that the 
masses will never be open to the truth but willingly accept error, and thus every individual person 
should try to free himself from wrong spiritual knowledge as soon as My grace offers him the pure 
truth, for just his sincere desire will enable him to differentiate between truth and error, and then he 
will also belong to the church which I founded on earth Myself....

Amen

The will for truth guarantees its receipt.... B.D. No. 6841

May 29th 1957

he will  for truth also guarantees  its  receipt.  You humans should believe that  He Who is  the 
essence of truth,  Who is full  of love and mercy, Who would like to help all  people become 

enlightened.... since only light can give beatitude.... wants everyone to know the truth and thus will 
also bestow it upon anyone who requests it.... Believe that He also has the might to repel the prince of 
falsehood and darkness every time he tries to interfere, but that the desire for truth must be present....  
And because this desire is only rarely to be found My adversary succeeds in spreading error and lies 
all over the world. If you are therefore indifferent and unreservedly accept whatever is offered to you, 
then your desire  for truth is  not present in  you and you will  hardly live in truth,  for then God’s 
adversary has the prerogative which you have granted him yourselves. But where the desire for truth 
prevails, you must not dispute God's might.... nor should you doubt that His love wants to give what is 
beneficial for you. It is so simple to accept this explanation that God will always prove His might and 
love where people submit to Him. And it is foolish to assume that the human being cannot possibly 
receive the pure truth because he is imperfect....

T

Only the person’s will is the decisive factor but this cannot be substituted by fine words. And thus 
you need only ever ask yourselves whether you aim for nothing else but the pure truth, whether you 
desire the ‘truth’ from the bottom of your heart,  for then you desire ‘God’ and He will also give 
Himself to you. And even if your thoughts were to go astray, even if your thoughts gave room to error, 
He is nevertheless able to enlighten you so that you can recognise wrong thoughts and turn towards 
the only truth. But a person who only wants the truth will also be protected from misguided thinking, 
he simply will not be compelled. Yet the spirits of light, the messengers of truth, will have far more 
influence on his thoughts than the forces of darkness, and can protect the person from misguided 
spiritual knowledge....  They, on their  part,  can send him mental impulses which are more readily 
accepted and invalidate the wrong thoughts. Due to the desire for truth they are entitled to do so, given 
that this desire acknowledges God Himself Who is ‘Eternal Truth’. People should never forget that it 
is God’s aim to lead people to beatitude,  that everything which is immature and imperfect is not 
beatitude and that error and falsehood simply demonstrate imperfection, that they are a part of the one 
who brought all evil into the world.

Spiritual  darkness,  lack  of  realisation,  is  also a  sign  of  imperfection.  But  all  these  are  just  the 
consequences of a wrongly directed will by the self-aware spiritual being. If, however, this will is 
turned in the right direction.... which is proven by the desire for truth and thus for God as the Eternal 
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Truth.... then the effect of the wrong thoughts will be neutralised.... Then God Himself must take the 
being’s ignorance away and lead it into realisation. And that necessitates an imparting of truth. Hence 
people can always count on it that God will place the person into a state of enlightenment as soon as 
he wants this himself.... But the fact that he wants it is a prerequisite which has to be fulfilled by the  
person himself. In that case, however, his initiation into the truth will be assured, then his thinking will 
be enlightened, and he brightly and clearly will be able to distinguish error from truth.... For God’s 
love wants to help its living creation find beatitude and not plunge it into darkness again, if it desires  
to receive light....

Amen

Spiritual coercion.... Dogma.... B.D. No. 4993

November 2nd 1950

he greatest danger for a human being is spiritual coercion which prevents the recognition and free 
decision of his will’s direction. Every person is an individual being that has to perfect itself and, 

therefore, everyone is responsible for his own way of life on which depends the attainment of the 
degree of perfection. Hence everyone has to make a free decision and testify to Me of his will. I Am 
demanding this testimony and do not agree that one person should tell his fellow human beings how 
they must think, will or act. The freedom of will must not be violated, but it is violated when the 
objective of a person's will is determined by law and he is required either by promises or threats to 
move only in a particular direction.... I will never accept such coercion although I will not openly 
oppose it so as not to use coercion Myself.

T

The human being is a thinking individual who received the ability of free will and thought from Me 
purely for the purpose of making a decision during the last stage of his spiritual development on earth,  
in accordance with which he will then be rewarded in eternity. It is indeed good and in accordance 
with My will when a person informs his fellow human beings of the consequences of using their will 
in a righteous or wrong way. It is also My will when all manner of clarification is given concerning his 
relationship with his Creator. However, a good instruction concerning the divine doctrine of love and 
the importance of practicing unselfish love for one's fellow human being is quite sufficient. But it 
should all be done without coercion.... The human being should be educated but never forced into 
accepting a doctrine because he should use his own judgment and inclination in directing his will.

I gave the human being free will but if you take it away from him you will be using your own will  
wrongly, although you will believe that you work for Me on My behalf. I never gave My disciples the 
task to spread My teaching by way of religious coercion because an enforced faith would not benefit  
the soul’s higher development. I only ever require people to believe in Me as a supremely perfect 
Being, I only ever require their belief in My omnipotence, wisdom and love and its strength.... For if 
you  believe  in  this  you  will  experience  the  strength  of  love  yourselves  and  will  automatically 
recognise everything else you need to believe, because then you will be truthfully taught by My spirit 
within yourselves. However, enforced faith will not lead you to perfection. Enforced faith will rarely 
come alive, and I cannot look upon enforced faith as a decision of free will because your will has not 
yet become active,  instead you will have acknowledged a school of thought as the result of your  
education without having properly evaluated it as to its worth or worthlessness.

I want you to believe that you can only attain beatitude through love.... but you have to acquire this 
belief yourselves; you can certainly accept the teaching of it but then you will first have to practise 
love in order to gain the certainty that love is spiritual strength, and only this inner certainty is assured 
faith which is life-giving because it was voluntarily gained. All coercion is a sign of imperfection 
because it violates the freedom which originally was the spiritual being’s characteristic and which it 
has  to  regain  in  order  to  become blessed.  How can  coercive  measures  which  deprive  people  of 
spiritual freedom be considered to be in accordance with My will.... if a person is virtually duty-bound 
to  believe  something  which,  as  far  as  I  Am  concerned,  needs  absolutely  free  deliberation  and 
acceptance?
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As supreme Lawgiver I gave people no other commandment than that of love, which also comprises 
the Ten Commandments of Moses, but which only will be fulfilled if love is voluntarily practised, 
otherwise it would bear witness against  Myself or it  would question the human being’s free will. 
However, people presume that they can establish laws without having the authority to do so. Thus they 
infringe upon the person’s free will.... Every law is coercion, and every kind of coercion is contrary to 
My will. As soon as a person no longer has freedom of thought, as soon as he is forced to believe in a 
doctrine, his earthly test of volition comes to an end, for he has to make his own decision and not an 
enforced one. And every dogmatic doctrine is coercion, irrespective of whether it is true or not.

Every dogma is a violation of free will.... which will not be free at the time of a spiritual decision,  
since the decision has already been dictated to him and can only be bypassed by committing a sin. I  
gave every human being the right of free choice; I merely require that he should seriously consider 
what he is asked to believe. If, in spite of serious deliberation, he cannot accept it with full conviction, 
I will not regard it as a sin; however, he will commit a sin if he affirms a doctrine with his lips without 
having asked his heart.  Every person is responsible for himself, and it is presumptuous when one 
person  intends  to  determine  the  faith  of  thousands  with  an  instruction  which  must  always  be 
considered a dogmatic doctrine.

Anything that violates a human being’s freedom of will can never find My approval, since not even I 
Myself  determine people’s acceptance of truth if  their  own will  does not want it.  I  will  certainly 
continue to teach people and transmit the pure truth to them, but everyone is at liberty to accept or 
reject it.  And thus you should simply teach your fellow human beings  with love but allow them 
spiritual freedom for their decision, because an enforced faith has no merit before Me....

Amen

Purification of Christ's spoilt teaching.... B.D. No. 8676

November 17th 1963

he reason for the present transmission of My Word by which I send the pure truth to earth is the  
very spoilt teaching that is proclaimed on earth as the doctrine of Christ.... It is no longer the pure 

Gospel as brought by Me through Jesus to the people....  His Words have been subjected to many 
changes, a lot is no longer understood properly and much is also misinterpreted.... Over a period of 
time the Word, which is described as 'My Word', has caused differences of opinions which resulted in 
divisions amongst those who campaigned for the truth of their own points of view.... Words with a  
spiritual meaning were interpreted in a worldly sense, and people hold on to this tenaciously because 
they simply cannot understand the spiritual meaning any longer.  The result  is  a structure of faith 
whose teachings completely diverge from what I Myself brought to the people when I lived on earth.... 
As a result many people are no longer spiritually approachable at all because their intellect refuses to 
accept teachings which they regard as obvious error, which has indeed crept into the truth and which is 
now only upheld as truth by fanatics.... Such a distorted doctrine has to be purified if it is to be of any 
benefit for people's souls.

T

Hence this intention is the basis for My new direct revelation, which can be recognised as divine 
revelation by every willing person. But only the willing person will accept and acquire the pure truth 
again, and he will be able to see how and where humanity was moved by misconception until now. 
However, even this process of transmitting the pure truth.... of correcting misguided teachings.... can 
only be accomplished in a completely normal way. No unusual signs may decisively or forcefully 
influence the faith of other human beings.... Consequently, this task is not associated with strange 
phenomena, the transmission from above takes place in a most natural manner whereby a person hears 
with his spiritual ear what I Myself tell him and he transcribes My Word as he receives it from Me.  
Thus there is available evidence now and the person cannot be wrongly accused of confusion, self-
deception or a deliberate literary work with the intention of deceiving or startling other people. The 
process of receiving spiritual messages cannot be denied because there is written evidence for it. And 
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yet every individual human being has the option to accept it as credible or to reject it in order to retain  
his religious liberty.

However, the misguided spiritual knowledge which has crept into people's thoughts urgently needs 
to be examined and exposed as wrong and useless or dangerous for the development of the soul....  
Because error can never lead to Me, the eternal truth.... As a result, the majority of people are taking 
the path which leads away from Me, and these people shall receive clarification, providing they want 
it and are willing to accept it.... And this task by the person I have chosen will be supported by Me in  
every way, because it is a necessary work to combat My adversary's activity, who will always fight the 
truth by seeking to contaminate it with error in order to prevent people from attaining the light of 
understanding.  Therefore I  will  indeed bless everyone who contributes  to this  important  work by 
wanting to spread the spiritual knowledge, conveyed to earth by Me, among his fellow human beings. 
For truth is a light which should shine for all who want to take the right path to Me, to their Father of  
eternity, Who can, however, never be found by way of misguided teachings.... For this reason war has 
to be declared on error, as well as on the one who has brought error into the world. And yet, truth will  
only gain entry into human hearts where there is a desire for it.... Because this desire proves that they 
also desire Me Myself and want to become free from the one who would like to keep them in spiritual 
darkness.... They shall receive the pure truth, and therefore the teaching of Christ as it is currently 
preached to people  shall  be cleansed,  and My uncontaminated Word shall  be made accessible  to 
people once again, so that they can become blessed, because only truth comes from Me and only truth 
leads back to Me again....

Amen

Unification of ecclesiastical organisations?.... Spoilt teachings.... B.D. No. 8687

November 28th 1963

s long as people cannot decide to cleanse the Christian doctrine of all human additions, as long 
as every single denomination does not have the sincere will to embrace the fullest truth and to 

remove every error, no agreement of the churches will take place because the various denominations 
can only meet within pure truth and only then will they be united. However, no group is willing to 
renounce any of its spiritual knowledge and, above all, usually persists with the misguided teachings 
since they are unable to differentiate by themselves as long as they are merely governed by their 
intellect.  And,  remarkably,  no  school  of  thought  endorses  and  solely  accepts  knowledge  gained 
through the 'working of the spirit'.... God's working within the human being.... instead they deem the 
product of human intellect more valuable and are unable to dissociate themselves from it. Hence the 
attribute of the church which I Myself founded on earth is rarely found as proof of credibility and truth 
of what is preached. The ecclesiastical organisations lack that very aspect which guarantees the truth 
or they would all meet at the same truth and any disagreement would be eliminated.

A

And thus it has to be stated to humanity's greatest regret that the pure truth can no longer be found 
where one would expect to receive spiritual knowledge.... It has to be said that merely a thin thread 
connects  everything when the  commandments  of  love  for  God and one's  neighbour  are  taught.... 
although this  faintly  glowing teaching material  could  still  suffice to  make truth  accessible  to  the 
people since compliance with these commandments of love also guarantees 'God's working in the 
human being', who is then taught from within, thus he is certainly able to differentiate between truth 
and error.... But only the teaching of love has survived as divine teaching material, consequently every 
human being has the opportunity to live within truth as long as he complies with this teaching. Then 
he will also know that everything else is human work which only leads to wrong concepts .... that they 
are mere earthly expressions of what is spiritually demanded of people by God. However, people do 
not have the will to thoroughly cleanse the structure which they themselves have erected in the state of 
spiritual blindness....

No school of thought desists from its doctrines and rules and each one remains a purely secular 
affair as long as they advocate external customs and practices which can only be regarded as symbols 
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which lack  the true interpretation....  And yet  they  are all  fully  convinced of  their  own school  of 
thought, and precisely this is the tragedy, because in doing so they show their heartless attitude which 
prevents them from recognising the truth....  as  well  as their  indifference and their  irresponsibility 
towards their  souls.  For every human being living within love will  value truth too highly not to 
seriously ensure that he is living in truth. And merely a sincere question and request for it would result 
in enlightenment. But where can one find doubts concerning the truth among those who have made 
themselves leaders of people, who took on and are in charge of a teaching ministry themselves?.... 
Where, on the whole, is serious desire for truth still to be found? Why doesn't anyone raise the most 
important question 'What is truth? Do I possess it myself?....' Everyone upholds with certain obstinacy 
what he has adopted himself without forming his own opinion.... He believes himself to be 'devout' by 
accepting everything without a word of protest about what was conveyed to him by other people.... He 
shakes off all personal responsibility, he neither uses his own intellect nor his heart to examine the 
accuracy of what he in turn is supposed to endorse again.... He himself sins against the spirit, because 
the spirit is within him and only wants to be awakened by love in order to be able to express itself.  
And this in a manner which will give him light and clarity so that he will become truly wise because 
he may receive the light from Me Myself which will give him brightest comprehension.... But why do 
so few people experience this light of comprehension.... why are so many upholding spiritual values 
which are so unconvincing when they are seriously examined?....

Why are people satisfied with doctrines that have truly not come from Me and why don't they accept 
the precious spiritual knowledge from My hand which may be asked for and received by every person 
who earnestly searches for pure truth and who can, through a life of love in accordance with My will,  
also establish direct contact with Me in order to be taught by Me directly.... because you humans lack 
the knowledge about the working of My spirit within the human being. And this in itself is proof that 
you were and are not correctly instructed, that even the teachers are lacking this knowledge and that 
consequently they were not given their teaching ministry by Me. For when I commission someone to 
become  a  teacher  to  his  fellow  human  beings  I  will  certainly  also  equip  him  with  the  right 
knowledge.... But you, who deem yourselves appointed to be in charge of your school of thought or 
denomination  and  want  to  be  looked  upon  as  leader,  lack  this  knowledge.  You  have  not  been 
appointed by Me, and you will never be able to lead your fellow human beings into truth because you 
do not possess it yourselves and do nothing to receive it.

And therefore take notice of what I tell you: The true church, which I Myself founded on earth, can 
only be found where the working of My spirit in the human being is evident. And this is not outwardly 
recognisable but it  includes  members from all  the different  religious  communities,  from different 
schools of thought, for they have won a living faith through a life of love. These will also know that 
My church does not present itself outwardly, instead it guarantees the closest union with Me to which 
I then disclose the truth as.... a clear spiritual perception.

This is missing in those who do not belong to My church, who cannot dissociate from misguided 
spiritual knowledge which cannot possibly have originated in Me but is a human addition, motivated 
by My adversary who will always oppose truth but which will never be accepted by those who give 
themselves to Me in love and faith. And thus you will  also understand that there will never be a 
unification of Christian denominations because each one will insist on the doctrine it has represented 
so far, that the argument between the denominations always concerns misguided teachings which will 
be anxiously guarded by every one of them because they are unwilling to abandon them.... However, 
only truth can lead to beatitude and only the person who genuinely wants it will also receive it if he 
takes the path to Me directly and asks Me for it in all sincerity....

Amen
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Wrong interpretation of Jesus' Words.... B.D. No. 8688

November 29th 1963

uman  thought  has  an  earthly  tendency,  consequently  people  also  interpret  everything  in  an 
earthly way that had a profoundly spiritual meaning, that was conveyed to them as spiritual 

guidance by Me, Who has always spoken to humanity either directly or through messengers.  My 
teachings,  however,  were always intended for  the salvation  of  the  soul  and whenever  I  speak to 
humanity, be it in ancient or more recent times, My Word has always had a spiritual meaning. This 
was quite  correctly  understood at  the time,  but  soon the  spiritual  meaning was interspersed  with 
worldly  ideas  and,  eventually,  interpreted  in  a  purely  worldly  sense.  And  thus  My  Word  never 
remained unspoilt,  performances  and customs evolved from it  which no longer  correspond to  its 
spiritual meaning, and My Word has lost its healing power, since it is no longer My pure Word....

H

That which was demanded of you spiritually.... because I expected its fulfilment to be a blessing for 
your  souls....  has  been  turned  into  earthly  performances  by  you  humans.  For  every  one  of  My 
requirements  on  your  souls  you  invented  and  instituted  an  earthly  activity  which  you  called 
'sacraments', attaching too much importance to them. As a result many people conscientiously comply 
with the regulations in their belief that they are accumulating a treasure of grace by fulfilling humanly 
decreed  commandments....  However,  it  is  all  a  mere  matter  of  formality  and  appearance  and 
completely  unnecessary  for  the  maturing  of  the  souls....  Yet  you stick  with  great  tenacity  to  the 
formalities you created for yourselves but which I never demanded of you.

Everything I said during My life on earth as a human being had a profound spiritual meaning and 
can never be substituted by external acts.... But you do not understand the profound meaning and are 
satisfied  with  external  customs  which  can  never  benefit  your  soul.  Just  think  of  the  effects  you 
attribute to 'baptism'!....  You perform a simple external act and are then convinced of its spiritual 
success:  be  it  the  deliverance  from the  ‘hereditary  sin’,  or  the  admission  into  My church....  the 
admission into a religious community.... But all this has to be gained by the human being himself  
during his earthly life, he has to voluntarily let himself be delivered from sin through Jesus Christ.  
Consequently it requires more than just the act of baptism performed on a child.... And again, he will 
only be able to join ‘My church’ voluntarily by consciously living his life as My follower, in order to 
gain a living faith through love.... the characteristic of the church founded by Me.

Think of  the  Sacraments  of  Confession  and the  Altar....  What  you made of  them and by what  
formalities you expect your ‘forgiveness of sins’. Think of how I want you to understand the Words,  
that you should invite Me in so that I may hold communion with you and you with Me.... and how you 
turned My Words ‘This do in remembrance of Me....’ into a process which, again, cannot have any 
effect on your soul unless you live a life of such profound love that I Myself can be present within 
you....

All spiritual requirements your soul was meant to cope with by itself were combined with earthly 
concepts by you humans and thus you created your own structure, so that you eagerly comply with 
what is demanded of you, what is claimed to be My will.... Time and again you have to be given 
clarification  about  this,  yet  you do  not  accept  such  clarification  but  keep  fulfilling  the  humanly 
decreed commandments with ever growing zeal whilst My commandments of love for God and your 
neighbour are being ignored. As a result your spirit is growing consistently darker until, in the end, 
you will become quite unable to recognise the error of your thoughts and actions. Besides, you have 
placed yourselves into bondage by submissively accepting everything as truth that is presented to you 
as 'My Word'....

You ascribe a purely earthly meaning to My Words and ignore their spiritual meaning. And this is 
why errors have arisen which can only be rectified if  you are filled with love,  for then you will  
become enlightened and notice when you are confronted by error....  Then you will  know that  all 
humanly decreed commandments and sacramental acts are a deception, which could only have been 
alleged to be divine will by a dark spirit, and you will endeavour to free yourselves from error in the 
recognition of pure truth which alone can benefit the soul, and which can only be recognised as truth 
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by someone who dwells in love, and who thus will fulfil My commandment of love first and then, as a 
result, also think correctly....

Amen

Sacraments.... (Ordination to the priesthood - Anointing the sick) B.D. No. 8692

December 4th 1963

 shall further teach you that you should free yourselves from error when it is explained to you that 
you have interpreted My Word in an earthly,  rather  than spiritual,  way.  You should know that 

external ceremonies do not suffice for My spirit to express itself, and that likewise a person cannot be 
appointed into a teaching ministry or become a leader or principal of a community by way of external 
ceremonies....  Many are called but  only few are chosen,  and the few are instructed by Myself;  I 
Myself put them into the place where they can work for Me and My kingdom. But the person is also 
subject to conditions in order to make him a capable teacher and leader of his fellow human beings.... 
My spirit has to be able to work in him so that he himself lives in truth and thus is My representative 
on earth who administers his  office in My name, in accordance with My will  and guided by Me 
Myself.

I

It cannot be denied that amongst those who call themselves My representatives on earth there are 
also people who live entirely within My will and serve Me conscientiously.... But they were appointed 
to  their  ministry by Me Myself  and did not  become My servants  through external  ceremonies.... 
performed by their fellow human beings.... because their appointment is a personal matter of free will 
which surrenders to Me completely, so that a human being is closely united with Me by love.... so that  
I Myself can then give him the task he is to administer....

But this heartfelt commitment and their life of love also assures the awakening of their spirit and 
then they will delve deeper into the truth too.... They resist any kind of inaccuracy, they resist the 
distortion of everything that originated from Me and will also disassociate themselves from error.... So 
now  you  understand  that  you  won’t  find  My  true  representatives  where  people  expect  and 
acknowledge them to be, for these exclude themselves by representing error and not genuinely looking 
for truth.... They cannot be My servants and representatives because they accept erroneous beliefs and 
do nothing to acquire the pure truth....

Thus you will also know what to make of the ‘Sacrament of ordination to the priesthood’, for even if 
a person is of good will he has to prove it by declaring to Me his willingness to completely submit to  
My will.... And that means that he has to investigate every doubt arising in himself which I put into his 
heart  Myself  to  enable  him  to  draw  close  to  Me  and  the  truth....  And  if  he  shies  away  from 
contemplating such doubt he will keep himself forcibly blind. He could receive the light yet he closes 
his eyes, and thus his heart is not open to Me so that I could send a ray of light into it....

You humans should not say that it is not possible for a person who genuinely longs for Me to detach 
himself from error, for you all know of My power and love which truly helps everyone who strives 
towards Me, the eternal truth.... But you have to let yourselves be taught first, you have to take notice 
of the pure truth, of My adversary’s activity, of the misguided belief with which he has entrapped you,  
and you have to have the sincere will to free yourselves from him and request Me to help you....

Don’t you think that I would help you, since I only ever want to deliver you humans from the 
darkness of spirit and give you light? You only need to use your intellect with good will and you 
would  recognise  the  flaws  in  what  you  are  expected  to  believe....  But  you  were  given  intellect 
otherwise you would not differ from an animal which cannot be held responsible for its actions. You, 
however, will one day have to give an account of whether and how you used your intellect since it can 
help you to become enlightened, providing you are of good will and desire a true light. As I keep 
emphasising.... doubts about the truth are appropriate wherever external ceremonies are to vouch for a 
spiritual achievement. Your soul will never be able to gain such an achievement, neither on earth nor 
in the beyond, if  such external acts  are performed on a person before his  passing away, they are 
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nothing but ceremonies and customs and are of no benefit for the soul.... However, I Myself know 
every single soul and judge it by its degree of love, for only this determines the degree of light the soul 
enters into after its physical death, providing it does not enter the realm of darkness because it is 
completely  without  love  and  therefore  belongs  to  My  adversary  who  governs  the  kingdom  of 
darkness....

Amen

Effect of misguided teachings in the beyond.... B.D. No. 8693

December 5th 1963

any more errors will still  have to be corrected by Me if human beings are to live in truth. 
People's  thoughts  are  thoroughly  lead  astray,  one  misguided teaching leads  to  many other 

misguided teachings, and people cannot escape from them, they are representing a truth which was 
given to them by people who did not have the truth themselves because their spirit was unenlightened. 
And countless souls enter the spiritual kingdom in this lightless state. Even then they still defend their  
doctrines and cannot be convinced that their reasoning was wrong, and will remain wrong as long as 
they do not accept a light which shines for them in the beyond too, but which they have to accept of  
their own free will. The battle between light and darkness even rages in the kingdom of the beyond, 
for time and again the beings of light try to kindle a light for those of dark spirit, but their endeavour is 
frequently  in  vain  since  the  souls  hold  on  to  their  misconceptions.  And  yet,  the  latter  cannot 
understand why they do not experience beatitude although they believe to have done everything on 
earth in order to gain it.

M

And as long as they do not understand that My will is in fact different from what they were told on 
earth.... as long as they do not realise the irrelevance of what had been demanded of them.... as long as 
they do not recognise that I make other demands on people than to comply with ecclesiastical customs 
and external appearances, that I only expect love from people and only assess a person in accordance 
with his degree of love and that his beatitude will depend on his degree of love.... the souls will not 
experience an enviable fate, even if they are not languishing in deepest darkness.

But  they argue and do not  comprehend the state  of their  wretchedness,  indeed,  they frequently 
reproach  themselves  for  not  having  sufficiently  fulfilled  the  ceremonies  and  humanly  decreed 
commandments, and as a result are not yet admitted into beatitude. It could be theirs in a very short 
time if only they would accept the light beings' teachings or accept a small light where the ray of light  
is transmitted to earth, where purest truth is distributed and avidly accepted by all famished souls.... 
But they are just as stubborn in the kingdom of the beyond as they were on earth and reject everything 
which disagrees with their opinion, and the adversary still has immense power over these fanatics....

For even in the kingdom of the beyond they fail  to help each other which would increase their 
degree of love and decrease their rejection of light.... They cannot make any progress in the spiritual 
kingdom because love is the strength that helps the soul to ascend in the spiritual kingdom too. But 
love is also the light, and even in the kingdom of the beyond they can love each other, for in a state  
devoid of bliss there is still hardship and misery, and one soul will always be able to help another.... 
Then the souls' thoughts will become ever more enlightened, they will question each other and will 
certainly  receive  an  answer....  But  love  always  comes  first,  and  those  souls'  big  spiritual 
misconception rests in the fact that they superseded love by what human folly had elevated into a 
'divine  doctrine'....  that  they  always  complied  with  human  demands  first  and  ignored  divine 
demands.... And their condition will never change unless they put love first and, due to their loving 
will  to  help  other  souls,  begin  to  recognise  the  pure  truth,  which  will  then  give  them unlimited 
beatitude....

It is for this reason that every human being, whose thoughts had been misguided on earth but whose 
will  to  love and to  take action  had reached a  high  degree,  will  suddenly  realise  the  truth  in  the 
kingdom of the beyond and will  readily let  go of misconceptions.  He will  endeavour to pass his 
knowledge on to other souls because he recognises the immense harm caused by error and because his 
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love urges him to help alleviate spiritual blindness. His influence can be extraordinarily beneficial 
because he had held the same thoughts on earth which he now can justify to be wrong, and therefore 
be successful with souls who just listen to him. Error is the worst poison for human souls and the fight 
of light against darkness will therefore continue relentlessly, and one day the light will surely win.... 
The human being, however, is free to choose between light and darkness, he will not be forced and 
can make a free decision.... but everything will be done to make him aware of the truth while he is still 
on earth. But the beings of light do not cease their efforts even in the beyond, for only the soul who 
knows the truth can become blessed....

Amen

True church service requires a Father-child relationship.... B.D. No. 8673

November 14th 1963

any people believe that they think and act religiously, but they lack the right attitude towards 
Me.... They certainly think of Me as their God and Creator, but not as their Father, and thus 

they do not establish the relationship of a child to its father. As a result they will not confide in Me in 
prayer either, they only see the distant almighty God in Me to Whom they are subjected as human 
beings, and Whom they rather fear than love.... because they are still unable to recognise My true 
nature.

M

And again it has to be explained that the degree of a person’s love determines his correct attitude 
towards Me.... that love will recognise the Father, Who is love Himself, and that the human being will  
then strive for Me with love and call to Me as My child. Only then can one speak of a person’s 
‘religious’ way of life, because this way of life will lead back to Me for sure. But as long I Am still a 
person’s distant God and Creator Who, due to His might, will have to be feared, there is little prospect 
that the person will approach Me with love. He will merely fulfil, as a matter of formality, things 
which are demanded of him by his church. He is only motivated by his upbringing to conduct himself 
accordingly but this will not guarantee a change of his inner being, which is the purpose and goal of 
earthly life.

Consequently, if you humans experience heavy strokes of fate they are only intended to make you 
come alive, to forego mere formality and start thinking more about God, Who created you.... to start 
pondering why you are living on earth, and then voluntarily surrender yourselves to the power to 
Which you owe your life: because your indifferent attitude about Me will not result in your spiritual 
advancement.... However, if you seriously want to know what your God and Creator requires of you 
during your earthly life you are certain to find out. First of all you should ponder the nature of your 
God and Creator, and the urge to act with love will be aroused in you.... because this is My voice with  
which I Am speaking to your conscience and initially making Myself known to you.

By following the voice of your conscience you will  come closer to Me, and then you will  also 
establish the kind of connection with Me which corresponds to the relationship between a child and its 
father.... My gentle voice will always direct you towards actions of love which will bring you the light 
of knowledge and with it an understanding of My nature, Which is Love Itself.... Then you will leave 
‘empty formalities’ behind and become alive in your essence and actions. You will no longer perform 
formal acts but begin to lead a second life next to your earthly life.... You will have set out on the 
spiritual path, since due to your new life of love you will be inwardly driven towards Me.

And thus you know that everything which tends towards love, is taught by love and is the activity of  
love,  is  good and acceptable to Me. For love is  the indicator of truth and also the indicator of a 
person’s spiritual maturity who, as My representative, wants to lead his fellow human beings to Me. 
As long as he has no love himself, his 'preaching' will be without strength too; it will be a formal,  
lifeless service without benefit to anyone because I Myself Am distant from him, since only idle words 
are spoken which can never reach My ear. Only the close relationship with Me established through 
love  will  make  your  thinking,  willing  and  actions  come  alive.  Only  then  will  you  come to  life 
yourselves, because as long as you are without love you are still dead.
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And thus, taking part in a 'church service' is always just an external formality, and there can be no 
question of My presence as long as you humans only believe in a God and Creator but do not find the 
right attitude towards Me.... First you have to come to the Father as children and trustingly talk to Me,  
only then can you be sure that I Am close to you. And then your faith will also have come alive,  
because a ‘child’ will always endeavour to fulfil its Father's will. It will no longer just comply with 
external formalities but desire My presence with all its heart, which it will certainly also receive.

I only want you to come alive, to abandon useless habits and customs which you were taught to 
observe, but which are and remain completely worthless for your soul. You will only be able to love 
Me when you recognise Me as a Father, and only then will you fulfil the purpose of your life on 
earth.... Only then can you mature, which is always achieved by love alone....

Amen

Truth emanates from God himself.... B.D. No. 8700

December 15th 1963

esire the truth.... and truly, this spiritual request will be granted to you. But don't search for this 
truth  in  books  which  are  based  on  human  intellect  again,  which  are  purely  intellectual 

thoughts....  assumptions, for which no evidence can be provided. For as soon as you assume that  
people  are  capable of  ascertaining the  truth by themselves,  you are  mistaken,  because  pure truth 
originates from Me alone, as I Myself Am the Eternal Truth. Therefore I say, request the truth from 
Me, sincerely appeal to Me for it and you shall receive it. The truth, as I want it to be understood and  
which you should request of Me, is a wealth of knowledge of a spiritual nature.... It is knowledge 
which extends into spiritual spheres and which can never be substantiated by evidence....  it  is the 
knowledge of  your  existence,  its  reason and purpose....  it  is  the  knowledge of  the Power Which 
brought everything into existence and of the relationship between you humans and this Power.... It is 
the knowledge about the nature, reign and activity of this Power, Which has created everything that 
exists.... It is impossible for any human being's intellect to provide a truthful explanation of this, such 
an explanation can only be given by the Eternal Truth Itself.... Hence you have to ask It yourselves. It 
is I Who can and wants to give you an answer because I Am the highest Authority and also the Love,  
Which wants to please you, My living creations, with this knowledge. But I can only reveal Myself to  
those who sincerely desire truth.... yet they will not ask Me in vain to impart the truth to them....

D

However,  only  a  few  people  have  this  sincere  desire....  Mostly  they  are  indifferent  or  they 
unreservedly accept what is given to them by their fellow human beings who also merely use their 
intellect but cannot guarantee that their reasoning was guided correctly. Not many are interested in the 
basic questions relating to their existence as human beings, and the belief in a God of love, wisdom 
and might is not always strong enough to ask Him for enlightenment. The pure truth, however, can 
only emanate from Me, and their wrong attitude towards Me, their God and Creator, is the reason why 
people live in error and devoid of all truthful knowledge and thus don't make use of their earthly life 
which could lead them to perfection.... Their indifference towards truth is a side effect of the human 
souls'  immense  immaturity,  for  they  are  still  dominated  by  My  adversary  who  tries  to  prevent 
everything which could provide people with clarification, because he doesn't want to lose them and 
can only control them as long as their spirit is dark, far removed from the truth; but only truth leads  
people to perfection, truth alone is beatitude, it is a light which illuminates the darkness of night that is 
spread across the earth....

I Myself Am the Truth, and thus anyone who knows the truth is closely united with Me.... As long as 
you humans are not truthfully instructed you lack the light for your earthly path of life.... Admittedly, 
you keep walking, but where is the path leading to without truth?.... It can only lead into the abyss,  
whereas you will irrevocably ascend if you take the path of truth, for this is brightly illuminated and 
leads you to the goal, to Me Who is Eternal Truth Itself. And I Am truly always willing to guide you 
into truth, as I promised when I lived on earth.... I will reveal Myself in My love, wisdom and might to 
every person who simply desires in his heart to hear Me, to be guided into truth by Me.... This is the  
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most important prayer you can send to Me, for this plea demonstrates your serious will to return, it  
also proves to Me that you acknowledge Me as your God and Father, and it is a spiritual request which 
will surely be granted.... For as soon as I can convey the pure truth to you, you will also learn to get to 
know and love Me in My nature.... And I want your love, I yearn for your love which is only deep and 
pure  if  you,  through the  conveyance  of  pure  truth,  know about  everything,  your  origin  and past 
relationship with Me and the goal which shall unite you with Me again.... Then love will ignite in you 
and you will push ever closer to Me and thus can also be guided into ever more profound knowledge 
which will make you extremely happy.... You will learn about My eternal plan of Salvation, about the 
Father's love for His children and the great work of return, for which every single person can also 
offer Me his services.... You will learn to love Me.... And this love will make you blissfully happy, for  
it will lead to the final union with Me, to eternal life.... Yet only the truth leads to the goal and thus 
you humans should strive for the truth,  you should lovingly hand yourselves over  to Me and let  
yourselves be taught by Me, and then you will indeed be instructed by Me, your God and Father, Who 
knows everything and Who thus can and wants to teach you everything because He loves you....

Amen

God's true representatives are appointed by God Himself.... B.D. No. 8716

January 5th 1964

nyone who voluntarily offers to serve Me has achieved a certain degree of love which also 
provides the prerequisite of being suitable for service in My vineyard. And thus, all of you who 

genuinely want to work for Me and My kingdom can also rest assured that I accept your service.  
However,  many people claim to be God's servants without being so because they lack these very 
prerequisites which guarantee cooperation with Me.... Yet it is not always easy for you humans to 
know the difference; it isn't always easy to recognise My true servants since the others also use fine 
words although they have no direct instruction from Me; they present themselves as My servants yet 
were not called by Me to this service. And only the rightful servant, having been appointed to his 
office by Myself, will recognise who speaks in My name, who truly works for Me and My kingdom. 
For My servants have to establish a living connection between themselves and Me, the God of love 
has to be recognised as a Father with Whom the child can enter into direct contact.... Yet generally 
people, and even those who deem themselves to be leaders of people, still look for Me in the distance, 
they are still far away from Me, they don't establish intimate contact, consequently, the one thing that 
characterises a true servant appointed by Me cannot take place,  namely,  that he is  taught  by Me 
directly,  that  he receives  every instruction from Me directly,  that  he desires  to hear  My Word in 
heartfelt unity with Me and thus also receives the purest truth from Me ....

A

What  nowadays  still  exists  in  the  world  as  a  spiritual  movement,  ecclesiastical  functions  and 
organisations, can just be considered a shell which lacks its kernel: the pure truth.... There will be 
people everywhere who do establish this intimate relationship with Me and who can be taught by My 
Word directly but they will have no success with their fellow human beings, either because they are 
bound to their spiritual movement and lack the resistance to oppose it when they have recognised the 
truth.... or they will be persecuted and prevented from working for Me and My kingdom.... For he who 
is My adversary and enemy has great power, yet it was granted to the adversary by people themselves, 
because they are all blind supporters who thoughtlessly and without reservation accepted everything 
they were given and no longer want to let go of it.... And thus the number of My true representatives 
on earth is not very large, yet they alone live in truth and therefore can also pass it on, if only people 
asked themselves just for once as to whether they really know the truth and, in desire of it, sincerely 
appealed to Me for clarification, for spiritual enlightenment.... However, as a rule they are indifferent 
as to what they believe, they don't express their own opinion about the spiritual knowledge that is 
imparted to them.... And they don't realise the effect of this indifference on their souls which will have 
to bear the consequences when they enter the kingdom of the beyond.
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There are only a few who work for Me in My name, but through them I convey the pure truth to 
earth and also make it available for everyone who earnestly desires truth. However, I do not force 
anyone to accept it, just as I do not forcibly determine a human being to receive the pure truth from 
Me.... Everything is determined by free will which I do not infringe upon. And you who ask why I 
have allowed such distortion of truth to happen can find the explanation for it in this free will.... Every 
human being can kindle love in his heart and let it flare up ever more brightly.... And love emanates 
light.... So if he has the will to live in truth he can also recognise My adversary's fabrications, who 
always tries to undermine the truth, and he will approach Me directly and desire clarification from Me, 
which I will surely send to him.... And thus people who are willing to live a life of active love will feel 
repelled by misguided teachings and gladly and eagerly accept the truth.... The loving person will 
always  consider  Me  first  before  all  ecclesiastical  organisations,  irrespective  of  which  school  of 
thought  they  represent....  He will  always  take  the  path  to  Me and  thus  join  the  church  which  I 
established on earth Myself, which is built on living faith.... as a result of love.

You humans should all belong to this church, this church is the only beatifying church, for this 
church is a spiritual community of believers and its members can come from all schools of thought....  
They only need to fulfil the commandments which I gave on earth Myself: The commandments of 
love for God and one's neighbour.... Then they will gain a living faith, they will enable My spirit to 
work within them, which is the characteristic of the church I founded on earth. Believe that I only 
judge you in accordance with your degree of love and believe that love also guarantees you wisdom, 
the realisation, the knowledge which corresponds to the truth. And where this working of the spirit  
cannot be found, My true representatives are not there, there are no servants whom I have called 
Myself  and appointed to their  teaching ministry....  For they have no teaching material  themselves 
since  they  cannot  receive  it  from  Me  directly  and  use  what  My  adversary  has  time  and  again 
interspersed with errors....  which can no longer be considered the pure truth.  Bear in mind that I 
Myself promised to 'guide you into truth....' through My spirit. And ask yourselves why I gave you this 
promise since I had, after all, brought you the truth Myself when I lived on earth as Jesus the man ....  
From these words alone you can deduct that I knew that the truth would not remain pure for long 
amongst people and that I would be unable to prevent this if I didn't want to render people's will 
unfree....

But time and again I made sure that the pure truth was conveyed to you knowing that only truth can 
make you blissfully happy and because I also know the state of those who enter the kingdom of the 
beyond with misguided spiritual knowledge. In order that you can be blissfully happy you must be 
able to bestow the truth upon those who find themselves in spiritual darkness.... Hence you must first 
possess the truth yourselves and completely free yourselves from wrong spiritual knowledge.... For 
you will surely understand that conditions in the material world would not be so confused if people's 
heart were filled by the light of truth. And from the earthly state around you, you can draw your 
conclusion as to people's low spiritual level, the sole reason for which rests in heartlessness and its  
resulting total spiritual blindness. Anyone who wants to become enlightened will be illuminated.... and 
the will of anyone who wants to remain in darkness shall be respected, yet his fate one day will be a 
very painful one....

Amen

Various schools of thought.... Pretended worship.... B.D. No. 8686

November 27th 1963

t is just like the time when Christ descended to earth.... People's thoughts are just as confused, they 
advocate the same misguided teachings, they believe to possess the sole truth and yet they are living 

right in the midst of falsehood.... Now, as then, they uphold their hollow creeds even though all vary 
from each other, each creed endorses its own point of view and each one is convinced that it can lay 
claim  to  the  truthfulness  of  its  teachings.  And  the  number  of  schools  of  thought  has  grown 
considerably, there are not just a few opposing each other but a great variety of opinions has created a 

I
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great variety of faith communities which all endeavour to win supporters and fanatically insist on the 
doctrines they endorse.... Hence it is essential that people receive the truth, that they at last learn what 
God expects from people.... It is essential that God's will is revealed to them so that they learn to 
recognise that the fulfilment of His will is the meaning and purpose of life on earth.... However, every 
church or spiritual movement teaches that it proclaims God's will and still the various creeds differ. At 
the time of Christ's descent to earth people prided themselves just like today on practicing various 
customs, the divine service was fanatically performed and lacked spirit so that people did not establish 
any heartfelt contact with their God and Creator....

And the same happens nowadays: a formal religious service giving due consideration to all rites and 
customs, demonstrating to the world the union with God whilst  the heart  of the individual is  far 
removed from this heartfelt bond with Him.... It is just pretence and deception, there is no longer any 
truthfulness in people's way of life.... They solely belong to the physical world, and even if they want 
to give the impression of a relationship with God they only perform lifeless formalities which do not 
touch their souls. And you, who receive the truth from God, shall challenge this pretence of worship 
and remember that  even Jesus  during His  life  on earth did not  support  those who upheld wrong 
doctrines and tried to justify their  pretence of worship as the only one pleasing to God and who 
condemned everything that contradicted their teachings. Nowadays people will not want to part with 
the doctrines handed down to them by people either and will therefore always remain in error, because 
they refuse to accept the pure truth which can only be granted to them from above.... from the Eternal 
Truth.  Yet such a gift  of grace requires free voluntary acceptance....  The truth cannot  be forcibly 
conveyed to people who are unwilling to accept it. And therefore it is difficult to root out misguided 
teachings even if these are substantiated and

Amended to them as being wrong. There will only ever be a few who will be open-minded to what 
God Himself conveys to people, because they don't want to acknowledge such evident working of 
God.... because they have no knowledge of the fact that God pours out His spirit over those who 
willingly open up their hearts to Him for the receipt of His pure truth....

Prior to Jesus' descent to earth, before His crucifixion, the pouring out of the spirit upon a human 
being was not possible, and therefore the world was full of error.... However, after His death on the 
cross truth could find access to mankind and it became possible to fully enlighten people as to whether 
and when their thinking was erroneous, it was possible to instruct them through the spirit and they 
could rid themselves of all error. Yet there was never any coercion and this is why time and again error 
could creep  in  and be advocated  as  truth and passed on with  such tenacity  that  it  is  difficult  to 
convince people of their wrong thinking, and thus they will always resist accepting the pure truth from 
God and giving up their misconceptions. And still, for the sake of truth itself everything has to be tried 
to make people change their points of view.... everything has to be tried to motivate them to think, 
everything has to be done to impart the pure truth to them, for they can only reach the final goal on the 
path of truth.... As long as they remain in their wrong thinking they will not be able to partake in the  
bliss of the kingdom of the beyond, which can only ever guarantee enlightenment....

Only truth grants light, therefore truth alone leads to beatitude, for countless beings can be made 
happy with it again and happiness in the spiritual kingdom consists of the giving of light. This is why 
you humans must not fall victim to wrong thinking, this is why the truth is offered to you time and 
again,  this  is  why everything will  be done on the part  of God to turn your thinking in the right  
direction, yet you yourselves need only have the will to live in truth.... For it is not as important on 
earth as it is in the kingdom of the beyond that you know the truth, because you cannot be happy there  
without truth, and even if you ignore your dark state on earth.... it will nevertheless torment you in the 
beyond, because only light is beatitude and light is only ever emanated by the Truth, by God Himself,  
Who is the eternal Essence of light....

Amen
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John 14, 15-26 B.D. No. 8710

December 29th 1963

He that hath My commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that loveth Me .... and I will love 
him, and will manifest Myself to him....’ This promise of Mine clearly points to the fact that I  

reveal Myself to those who comply with My requirements because they love Me.... And with My 
promise I pointed to the working of My spirit within you during My lifetime on earth already, for 
precisely this spirit wanted to express itself to you and grant you clarity about Myself, My nature and 
My activity.... I wanted to reveal Myself to you.... to convey to you the pure truth about everything 
that originates in Me. Yet only few people have understood the meaning of these Words, for only few 
people ascribe any value to such divine revelations; as a rule everything, which essentially merely 
proves the heartfelt contact with Me, is rejected. I demanded of you nothing else but the fulfilment of 
My commandments of love, for as soon as you lead a life of true love you also unite with Me, Who is 
Love Itself, and ‘whoever remains in love remains in Me and I in him....’ It should become constantly 
easier for you to understand that I.... if I Am with or within you.... will also express Myself, and every 
manifestation on My part is a revelation.

‘
And this has to guarantee you the purest truth, because nothing but truth can come forth from Me. 

Consequently you can, without reservation, also accept everything that is presented to you in the form 
of such revelations which, since they originate from Me, can only be the purest truth. All you humans 
should engross yourselves more in the spiritual meaning of the Words spoken by Me when I lived on 
earth. And if you do not understand them correctly or can only recognise an earthly meaning, then you 
should establish a heartfelt contact with Me by praying to Me in spirit and in truth and asking Me for  
the correct understanding and, truly, it will be given to you because it is My will that you shall think 
correctly. But especially you, who believe yourselves to be entitled and called to preach My Word, are 
not promoting the understanding of My Word, for you do not contemplate the meaning and simply 
ignore what you are unable to rationally explain yourselves.

Nevertheless, My Word has been spoken and remains valid. I have promised to reveal Myself to you 
and thus you cannot accuse Me of being a liar, you will have to believe in divine revelations yet 
merely seriously examine what should be accepted as a divine revelation, but you must not reject all 
spiritual information received on earth in an unusual way as the activity of adverse forces.... since I 
have, after all, given you the above promise Myself. And you will certainly be able to make a serious 
assessment since you were also informed of the criterion ‘Test the spirits whether they are of God: 
Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of God....’

Hence,  divine  revelations  also  have  to  bear  witness  of  Jesus’ act  of  Salvation  and  My human 
manifestation in Him.... But then you may unhesitatingly believe, especially if Jesus’ act of Salvation 
is the subject of a revelation which someone claims to have received directly from Me .... You truly 
need not accept anything unreservedly, it  is your duty to examine all spiritual information or you 
would not be requested to ‘Test the spirits whether they are of God....’ Every human being should 
form his own opinion about what is imparted to him, he should always conduct every examination by 
calling upon Myself so that he will achieve a living faith.... which, however, is not possible if he 
accepts everything that is presented to him as spiritual knowledge without objection.

For My adversary is active as well and always tries to contaminate the pure truth, and the human 
being himself is duty bound to form an opinion as to be able to distinguish truth from error. And in 
that case he should keep as much as possible to divine revelations, for as soon as he desires the truth I  
will also convey it to him in some form or other and he will accept it without inner objection, because 
it  will  affect  him  as  light  and  strength,  since  everything  originating  from  Me  will  not  remain 
ineffective. Anyone who truly desires the truth from Me will definitely be correctly guided by Me in 
his thinking, for then I will place the right thoughts into his heart, because he will have sincerely 
requested the truth from Myself and he will then also be able to speak of divine revelations.... Then he, 
too, will be able to lay claim to My promise.... ‘I will manifest Myself to him....’ He will feel the truth  
in his heart and his intellect will equally recognise it as right, his thinking will be guided into the right  
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direction and he will reject all wrong thoughts.... Only these conditions will have to be fulfilled by 
him:

He has to comply with My commandments of love on which I have made My divine revelation 
dependent, for I Am Love Myself, and if I Am to reveal Myself, a human being also has to be united 
with Me through love so that I Am present in him and he finds himself in the sphere of the Eternal 
Truth and thus can no longer think wrongly either.... Living a life of love and seriously desiring the 
pure truth.... is the guarantee that a human being is also moving within the truth.... But the desire for 
truth is usually missing.... even if a person’s heart is full of love.... and this is so because the person 
believes himself to possess the truth, and he cannot be instructed because he doesn’t ask but deems 
himself knowledgeable.... For this reason it is good if the human being begins to doubt because then 
he will ask himself questions which I will gladly answer him in his thoughts, because I will reveal 
Myself to someone who loves Me and keeps My commandments. And even these doubts are often 
placed into the person’s heart  by Me, for I  only want the person to live in truth and I  will  help  
everyone of good will to achieve it....

Amen

Unity of ecclesiastical denominations?.... B.D. No. 8212

July 12th 1962

here is no chance that the ecclesiastical denominations will agree with each other because they 
hold on to their spoiled teachings and do not try to distance themselves from them.... They all  

concentrate on external practices, they represent a Christianity which does not correspond to what 
Jesus describes as the church founded by Him.... Because this church is a spiritual union, its members  
exemplify a living Christianity which transforms a person from within, it cannot be compared with the 
Christianity  advocated  by  the  churches....  which  mainly  follow  external  customs,  have  adopted 
countless practices and ceremonies and thus attach more importance to those while neglecting the 
inner  change of  the  human being's  nature  into  love....  As a  result  it  can  never  achieve  the  right  
relationship with God, the spiritual rebirth, which, however, is the essence of the church founded on 
earth by Jesus Himself. None of the denominations will relinquish their traditions, not one of them 
will, for the sake of another, renounce anything even though it is a mere human product and has no 
value before God.

T

The denominations' argument concerns those differences which were created by them in the course 
of time, but no thought is given to the actual misguided spiritual knowledge which had caused the 
confusion in the first place and which is eagerly defended as the original religion. This, however, can 
only be found in the truth taught by Jesus Himself on earth which has also been distorted by now and 
is no longer supported by any of the existing denominations, nor can it be supported because it needs 
the working of the spirit, which can only be attained by fulfilling the divine commandments of love. 
And particularly this commandment is in fact taught but observed least of all, because all later added 
man-made commandments are paid more attention, although they are of no value since they did not 
originate from God but are merely human work.... thus they cannot last and have no influence on the 
further development of the human soul which has to mature here on earth. The divine Word of Jesus 
on  earth  which  gave  mankind  the  full  truth  has  been  interpreted  so  incorrectly  that  these 
interpretations have resulted in many wrong customs.

Here God's adversary has played his part by confusing the spirit of men, which became noticeable in 
the demands of these various denominations, which always separated when people argued over the 
spiritual  meaning  of  Jesus'  Words.  And  each  denomination  supported  such  controversial  issues 
according to the degree of their understanding or the spiritual state of those who believed themselves 
to have a calling but who did not belong to the church of Christ themselves, or their spirit would have 
been enlightened and they would have dissociated themselves from the existing creeds or schools of 
thought. Some eager representatives whose maturity of soul was already further advanced certainly 
did fight for the knowledge they had gained. But they could never prevail because their opponents 
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were not willing to relinquish a structure which only consisted of misguided human practices, which 
never correspond to divine will because they did not concur with the pure truth....

And even if the denominations intend to unify, they will still not give up these human institutions 
and endeavour to build the true church of Christ which expects of people an inner life in accordance 
with divine will  not  reliant  upon any external  practices,  but solely upon a life of love.  This will 
establish a connection with God and result in living faith as well as a full understanding of the pure 
truth which is gained through the working of the spirit within the human being and which is the sole 
characteristic of the church which Jesus Christ established on earth. And as long as people do not 
abandon the formalities through which they deter many people's faith altogether, as long as they do 
not want to experience the inner awakening themselves, which results in the working of the spirit and 
enlightenment of thought, it will be a pointless beginning to achieve an agreement, for then they will 
not agree in truth but hold on to the misguided spiritual knowledge which, however, will be of no 
benefit for their souls....

Amen

Exposure of misguided teachings is God's will.... B.D. No. 8814

June 19th 1964

t is My will that you should spread the truth, including the exposure of misguided teachings that 
have crept into My Word. This can only be done by confrontation with the pure truth. You must 

always ask yourselves who guarantees that My teachings, which are submitted to you, are the truth.  
You cannot simply accept human words as truth since you know that they can also be influenced by 
My adversary who is always interested in plunging humanity into confusion. If you really want to 
know the truth you will definitely receive the right answer providing you don’t want to live in error 
and request the answer from Me which I certainly won’t deny you. And first I will tell you that you 
have free will which may never be compelled....I will point out to you that it may not be forced by 
either side, neither by good nor by evil influences, and that you are responsible as to how you have 
made use of this will. Hence every teaching which you are required to accept.... as dogma.... is against  
My will. You have the freedom to determine for yourselves what you want to believe and no human 
being can limit your religious freedom. You also have the right to evaluate different directions of faith 
and take what you agree with from all schools of thought....

I

Therefore I will always speak to those people who want the pure truth because all others are not 
interested,  they  are  indifferent whether  truth  is  presented  to  them or  not.  They are  satisfied  with 
teachings  which  have  been  added  to  My  Gospel  by  people  but  which  could  be  recognised  as 
completely absurd if people cared to investigate them. My adversary has tied a solid knot by forcing 
people into ‘obedience’ which has eliminated every personal religious opinion because no one dares to 
have their own point of view or believes it to be a great sin.... And here God’s will should come first.... 
Therefore I draw your attention to free will which you would have to dispute if you submit yourselves 
to human law....

The ‘working of the spirit’ in the human being, the only means of receiving pure truth,  is also 
unknown to you. You do not believe that  ‘I  Myself  will  guide you into truth’,  and you reject  all 
knowledge  gained  this  way.  But  this  alone  is  the  truth  and  exposes  many  misguided  teachings. 
However, as long as you bow to Satan’s commandment that you may not freely accept a teaching 
which you have recognised as right, as long as you cannot liberate yourselves from something that I 
Myself will never demand of you.... you will be slaves, completely without freedom. I Myself will 
force no human being to accept the truth who does not recognise it as such since I have given the 
human being free will.

You so often raise the objection that human beings have to be educated in one direction of thought.... 
In that case you should just keep to the two commandments which I Myself have taught people on 
earth....  Just teach them the commandments of love and you will indeed be doing whatever human 
beings need to attain maturity of soul.... Because now it will show who has the sincere will to live in 
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love. And then he will experience the working of My Spirit within himself too, he will be introduced 
to truth, to the knowledge of the meaning and purpose of creation, to the knowledge of the meaning 
and purpose of life on earth, and above all to the motivation and significance of the act of Salvation by 
Jesus Christ without Whom no human being can achieve blissfulness.

You, however, are not living Christians.... Christians, who are successors of Jesus and completely 
convinced of the strength of  the Salvation work....  Christians,  who belong to My Church,  whose 
founder I Am Myself....otherwise you would also hear the voice of My spirit who would inform you 
of the many misguided teachings which find acceptance in the world and which I will always and ever 
fight  against....  Because only truth will  lead you to Me, and only through truth can you become 
blessed. And hence I will convey the truth to My helpers on earth again and again and at the same time 
give them the task to spread the truth in the world because the human being must live in truth if he 
wants to become happy....

Amen

Correction of misguided teachings.... B.D. No. 8822

June 27th 1964

ruth does not remain pure once it is spread amongst imperfect humanity, which I had foreseen 
and therefore spoke the Words 'I will guide you into truth....', although merely a firm will would 

suffice to keep it  pure.  But  people do not  muster  this  will....  And divine gifts  will  be especially 
devalued by the adversary's influence. It can always be safely assumed that My revelations will not 
remain  unchanged  either,  especially  when  worldly  interests  are  involved,  when  people  do  not 
exclusively  serve  these  revelations  with  the  firm  intention  of  protecting  them  against  adverse 
influences. And thus My pure Word can be sent to earth time and again,  it  will not remain pure, 
because there are too few spiritual helpers, and if My divine Word gets into the hands of worldly 
minded people it can be expected to be contaminated again. Therefore it is always necessary to convey 
the pure truth to earth again....

T

And for this I choose the right vessels, people who prepare themselves for the reception of My flow 
of spirit, who give Me the assurance that they will accept the truth without resistance.... who do not 
oppose it with their own opinions and who fulfil their task correctly.... and who are also distributors of 
My divine truth. They will also have the gift of recognising error which, as a work of My adversary.... 
thus under the cover of piety, is given to people as truth in the same way.

I cannot contradict Myself, and neither can I make use of a person who denies My act of Salvation 
and My human manifestation in Jesus,  who thus allegedly speaks to a person as 'Jesus'  being an 
'ascended master'.... A misguided doctrine is being fostered in all these human beings, which does not 
correspond to My divine teaching. But My chosen vessel recognises all correlations and cannot be 
deceived. And since the beings of light, who work on My instruction, will only teach you what is My 
will.... since they impart the same flow of strength and light which emanates from Me Myself, their  
spiritual information has to be the same too, or you would have to doubt its authenticity.

I will always and forever expound the divine teaching of love, as I did on earth, and explain to 
people the consequences of a life of love as well as the disadvantages of non-compliance with My 
commandments, because this is the meaning and purpose of earthly life after all.... And time and again 
you will be told about the cause of your earthly existence.... The knowledge of all correlations is all-
inclusive and explains everything, you will recognise therein My love, wisdom and might, and will be 
able to strive towards unity with Me. That is all I ask for.

The fact that My pure Word was repeatedly spoiled forces Me to repeatedly pronounce My will too, 
yet its truth is guaranteed as long as I can still use a vessel serving Me voluntarily and as long as 
servants assist Me in spreading the pure truth. And while this is so, misguided doctrines, which are 
always close at hand and endanger the pure truth, can be refuted.
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I will always bless the will of those who strive for pure truth, I will enlighten their thoughts so that 
they will recognise the truth.... but it is also essential that they take the path to Me. They must not 
entrust themselves to beings they call upon for help, for they don't know whether these are authorised 
by Me to teach you. Thus they do not know whether they are being taught the truth.

The act of Salvation and its reason is evidence that you have found the right source, but if this is 
only  mentioned  in  passing,  if  it  is  not  the  essence  of  a  message  from above,  you  should  have 
misgivings, for I gave you the criterion Myself 'Test the spirits whether they are of God.... a spirit who 
confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is of God....' And this teaching is the most important,  
this is what matters: that you find salvation through Jesus Christ, only He can take the original sin  
from you.... For He and I are one, you have to acknowledge Him as your God and Creator in order to  
unite with Me eternally....

Amen
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